1:1** Exchange of Competitor Pumps.

Attain the highest level of quality and avoid high maintenance and service costs. KRAL pumps with high-quality mechanical seal or hermetically sealed magnetic coupling fulfill the highest technical level. Replace your gear pumps and screw pumps 1:1** with pumps from KRAL.

Irrespective of whether DIN, JIS or marine flange, our pumps allow exchanging of the listed pumps without changes to the piping in the system. KRAL ensures fast and reliable delivery!

---

**Exchange of Competitor Pumps.

**Note:** Due to various arrangements our pumps allow for the most part exchanging without changes to the piping in the system.

---

*Not a brand of KRAL GmbH or KRAL - USA, Inc.*

---

**...and many pumps more!**

If your pump is not on the list, send us an e-mail (sales@kral.at). We have taken all the necessary measures in order to carry out the smooth replacement of gear pumps and screw pumps.